
PACK 3 aromas - BLACK FIRE Invisible attractant for wild boar
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-16486-PACK-3-aromas-BLACK-FIRE-Invisible-
attractant-for-wild-boar

SKU Designation French Law Weight (g) Pack. Type of animal MSRP

PCKA5567123
BLACK FIRE INVISIBLE

ANIS +POISSON +
CHOCOLAT 

Vente libre 1500  18  Boar  609.00 € incl. tax

A complete set of Black Fire invisible attractant with the 3 aromas to maximize your chances of success
Pack including the attractant based on anise, chocolate and fish

An ultra premium game bait to attract wild boar.
Developed to blend into nature
Invisible to the naked eye and weather resistant
Very palatable smell attracting wild boar
Packaging: 6 sachets per aroma, making a total of 18 sachets

The products finely developed by BLACK FIRE position them as one of the market leaders with their
particularly effective attractants.

The aromas and scents used have been used in the hunting industry for decades, and are recognized for their
effectiveness.

The invisible BLACK FIRE, in the form of boilies, are strong and durable, for a persistent odor despite the
climatic conditions.

They are packaged in a resealable bag for long-term storage and an efficiency that is still as important despite
the time spent.

BLACK FIRE INVISIBLE uses 3 different scents:

- L'Anis: The wild boars cannot resist it. Its strong smell drives them crazy.

- Chocolate: Wild boars love chocolate. Hunters have used it for over 50 years.

- Fish: Historically, fish is used to attract wild boar. Its strong smell makes it particularly effective.

 

For the BLACK FIRE Invisible to be effective, it is necessary to spread a handful of boilies on a place of
passage and frequentation of wild boars.
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Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


